The cognitive mechanisms underpinning the well-established relationship between inhibitory control and early maths skills remain unclear. We hypothesized that a specific aspect of inhibitory control drives its association with distinct math skills in very young children: the ability to ignore stimulus dimensions that are in conflict with task-relevant representations. We used an Animal Size Stroop task in which 3-to 6-year-olds were required to ignore the physical size of animal pictures to compare their reallife dimensions. In Experiment 1 (N = 58), performance on this task correlated with standardized early mathematics achievement. In Experiment 2 (N = 48), performance on the Animal Size Stroop task related to the accuracy of magnitude comparison, specifically for trials on which the physical size of dot arrays was incongruent with their numerosity. This highlights a process-oriented relationship between interference control and resolving conflict between discrete and continuous quantity, and in turn calls for further detailed empirical investigations of whether, how and why inhibitory processes matter to emerging numerical cognition.
INTRODUCTION
Inhibitory processes allow the suppression of stimulus dimensions or motor responses according to task goals (e.g., Nigg, 2000; Friedman and Miyake, 2004) . They belong to a set of overlapping and yet distinguishable processes, executive functions (EFs), that also comprise updating into working memory ("updating" henceforth) and shifting across task and stimulus dimensions ("shifting"; Miyake et al., 2000) . Ample evidence suggests that all proposed executive constructs relate to numeracy: updating (St Clair- Thompson and Gathercole, 2006) , inhibitory control (Clark et al., 2010) , and shifting ability (Yeniad et al., 2013) have all been linked to mathematic achievement (Cragg and Gilmore, 2014 ; for reviews, see Bull and Lee, 2014) . From a developmental point of view, relationships between these control processes and mathematics have been demonstrated for school aged-children (Bull and Scerif, 2001; St Clair-Thompson and Gathercole, 2006; Best et al., 2011; Van der Ven et al., 2012; Yeniad et al., 2013) and, in preschoolers, both concurrently and longitudinally (Bull et al., 2008 (Bull et al., , 2011 Clark et al., 2010 Clark et al., , 2013 Steele et al., 2012) . For example, in one of the largest and most comprehensive longitudinal studies of preschool executive control as a predictor of later math achievement to date, Clark et al. (2013) assessed EFs in 3-year-olds as a composite score based on measures of updating, shifting, and inhibitory control, following from earlier detailed investigations on the structure of executive control in preschoolers Hughes et al., 2010) . Clark et al. (2013) found that executive control at 3 years of age predicted math achievement 2 years later, over and above other measures including a standardized assessment of informal math skills (i.e., skills not explicitly taught in school).
Although these studies illustrate the strength and consistency of relationships between executive processes and math in early childhood, many authors acknowledge that questions about the precise nature of this relationship and potential causal mechanisms remained unanswered (e.g., Clark et al., 2013) . Furthermore, both mathematics achievement and executive processes are multi-componential and the ways in which specific processes relate changes over developmental time (Cragg and Gilmore, 2014) . For example, inhibitory control was found to be most strongly related to conceptual mathematics knowledge in adults, but most strongly associated with procedural knowledge in 11-to 14-year-old children . One way to disentangle these relationships is to use experimental manipulations to assess particular executive processes hypothesized to play a role in early maths achievement. Specifically, correlational investigations across multiple measures of EFs and mathematics need to be complemented with experiments, to elucidate precise relationships and highlight potential underlying causal mechanisms. These can in turn then be followed up through intervention regimes targeting causality most directly. Here, we focus on preschoolers' inhibitory control processes, because these have been explicitly postulated to act as limiting factors for emerging number abilities in early childhood (e.g., Houdé, 2000; Borst et al., 2012; Poirel et al., 2012; Gilmore et al., 2015) . It is to these suggestions that we now turn.
The Role of Inhibitory Control in Early Numeracy
Failures of inhibition could account for many of Piaget's conclusions that the errors young children make are a result of immature concept knowledge or reasoning skills, both in general and in the context of numerical concepts (e.g., Houdé, 2000; Borst et al., 2012; Poirel et al., 2012) . Particularly in relation to number development, failures on a conservation of number task may reflect a failure to inhibit the salience of information about length, to the detriment of number, rather than an inability to represent number itself. Cognitive development in the domain of number representation may therefore mean learning to ignore competing task-irrelevant dimensions of the stimulus. Indeed, a study in 3-to 5-year-old children from low-income families found that performance on a magnitude comparison task related to math achievement, but that this relationship was driven by trials that required inhibiting an irrelevant stimulus dimension (surface area) to select the larger numerosity (Fuhs and McNeil, 2013) . This suggests that the ability to ignore irrelevant perceptual information and focus on number may explain why inhibitory control relates to early numeracy. Gilmore et al. (2013) found complementary results to Fuhs and McNeil (2013) : in a sample of 4-to 11-year-old children, the relationship between magnitude comparison skills and math achievement only held for magnitude comparison trials that required the inhibition of dimensions in conflict with number. In a second experiment, 8-and 9-yearolds' math achievement was not uniquely predicted by magnitude comparison accuracy, over and above inhibitory control. The authors therefore argued that the relationship between the ability to compare magnitudes and math achievement could be accounted for by individual differences in inhibitory control (but see Keller and Libertus, 2015 , for contradictory findings).
The debate on whether domain-specific skills like preschool magnitude comparison contribute to math achievement independently of inhibitory control remains open (e.g., Fuhs and McNeil, 2013; Gilmore et al., 2013; Keller and Libertus, 2015) . Here, however, we instead tackle a complementary and not well-understood issue: why inhibitory skills themselves relate to mathematical skills in early childhood. There is indeed a likely precise cognitive reason why inhibitory control measures and magnitude comparison relate to each other concurrently. Non-symbolic magnitude tasks are typically used to measure the approximate number system (ANS), which is thought to be an innate cognitive system for representing approximate magnitude, with precision improving over development and with formal education (see Dehaene, 2011) . In order to be sure that participants make judgments based on the number of stimuli in an array, and not on related features of continuous quantity, these visual properties (e.g., average diameter of the dots; the convex hull, the smallest contour around the dot area; and density, the average diameter divided by convex hull) are typically controlled for in non-symbolic arrays in numerical tasks (e.g., Halberda et al., 2008) . This essentially leads to magnitude comparison tasks that heavily rely on inhibitory control, as on some trials number and continuous quantity are congruent whereas on others they are in conflict (e.g., . For example, systematically manipulated the inhibitory demands of a nonsymbolic comparison task in order to investigate which factors influenced 7-to 9-year-old children's judgments. Specifically, they contrasted comparisons when discrete and continuous quantity variables were congruent with comparisons when discrete and continuous quantity dimensions were incongruent. Results revealed that both ANS acuity and inhibitory control skills influenced accuracy on the non-symbolic comparison task, with incongruent information associated with continuous quantity being more salient for larger numerosities than for smaller sets.
A similar non-symbolic numerical Stroop paradigm was used to test the interference of conflicting area information on number judgments and the reciprocal interference of number on area judgments earlier in development, in 4-to 6-yearold children (Rousselle and Noël, 2008) . Participants also performed a Day/Night Stroop task, an established measure of inhibition in young children (Gerstadt et al., 1994) . Results showed significant effects of congruity in both the area and numerosity judgment tasks. The size of the congruity effect of number on the area task increased with age, which supports the hypothesis that discrete numerosity becomes a more salient feature of the environment later in childhood (Mix et al., 2002; Cantrell and Smith, 2013; Leibovich and Henik, 2013) .
Number and other stimulus dimensions, such as area, usually covary in the environment. Therefore, discriminating continuous quantity typically leads to the same results as discriminating numerosity, so it could be that young children do not learn to distinguish continuous and discrete quantity until relatively late in childhood (Mix et al., 2002) . Interference effects on the magnitude judgment tasks were not significantly correlated with interference effects on the Day/Night Stroop, which the authors took to suggest that non-numerical and numerical magnitude processing develop independently of inhibition. However, 4-and 6-year-olds' accuracy on the Day-Night task was quite high, suggesting potential ceiling effects and therefore reduced individual differences on that measure. Even when it was first introduced, Gerstadt et al. (1994) found that the Day-Night Stroop was quite difficult for children 3.5-4.5 years old but that it was comparably easy for 6 and 7-year-old. It could be that in the study by Rousselle and Noël (2008) , this task was not a sensitive measure of inhibition in the majority of the sample and therefore was not useful for investigating the association between interference on magnitude comparisons and the development of inhibitory control.
Inhibitory Control and Number Sense Across Development
In summary, then, a working hypothesis is that inhibitory tasks requiring interference control, the process of suppressing a stimulus, or dimension of a stimulus, that requires a competing response to that required of the task instructions (Nigg, 2000) , relate to early numeracy because early numerical tasks demand the ability to inhibit related non-numerical dimensions of stimuli. Indeed, there is an increasing body of evidence supporting the hypothesis that, even in adults, specific tasks that are traditionally construed as measurements of "number sense" (e.g., judgments of non-symbolic magnitudes) are influenced by stimulus dimensions such as area and density, regardless of how these parameters are controlled (Gebuis and Reynvoet, 2012; Szucs et al., 2013) . Gebuis and Reynvoet (2012) manipulated the average diameter of the dots, the convex hull, and density of dot arrays so that each feature was not correlated with increasing numerosity and had adults perform a numerical estimation task on these stimuli. The size of visual cues influenced estimates despite the fact that the cues separately did not correlate with numerosity, supporting the authors' hypothesis that information about numerosity is obtained by combining multiple visual cues. Furthermore, adults are susceptible to interference from area on a numerical Stroop task (Hurewitz et al., 2006) . Therefore, numerical competence may reduce, but not eliminate entirely, the requirement to inhibit perceptual dimensions of stimuli when they conflict with numerosity. In a related vein, a main effect of congruency of number on an area judgment task was found in adults' performance on a number/size Stroop paradigm (Nys and Content, 2012) . The authors argued that adults do automatically extract numerosity from non-symbolic arrays and that this interferes with area judgments. An arithmetic measure was also included in the study and did not correlate with overall accuracy on the numerical comparison task but did correlate with the effect size of the interference of number on the area comparison task, suggesting that, in adults, math achievement is associated with the ability to extract information relevant to number in non-symbolic arrays.
The role of inhibitory control in mathematics achievement is of particular interest given the mixed evidence for the relationship between non-symbolic magnitude comparison and math achievement from primary school into adulthood (see De Smedt et al., 2013 , for a review). While symbolic magnitude processing has consistently been shown to correlate with formal mathematics performance, conflicting findings have been reported concerning non-symbolic magnitude processing. One explanation for the varied results is that non-symbolic comparison tasks vary in terms of control of visual parameters, length of stimulus display, and even which outcome measure is used. ANS precision can be operationalized as overall accuracy on a comparison task, the Weber fraction estimate of performance, or ratio effects on accuracy or reaction time and these different indices of performance do not always correlate strongly with each other (Price et al., 2012; Gilmore et al., 2014) . As non-symbolic tasks measure inhibitory control in addition to number sense , it could be that the observed relationships between non-symbolic comparison and maths achievement are driven by inhibitory control (Fuhs and McNeil, 2013; Gilmore et al., 2013; but cf. Keller and Libertus, 2015) . A recent meta-analysis of the relationship between non-symbolic comparison and mathematics achievement found that this relationship was overall weak, but strongest for children younger than six (Fazio et al., 2014) . Similarly, younger children are more susceptible to congruity effects on non-symbolic comparison tasks than older children and adults are (Szucs et al., 2013) . This suggests that the inhibitory demands of this task are strongest for young children, and this in turn may explain why non-symbolic comparison and maths relate most strongly in this age group.
EXPERIMENT 1
The current study was designed to test the hypothesis that inhibitory control, specifically interference control, is relevant to numeracy skills prior to the start of formal education. An Animal Size Stroop task (Szucs et al., 2009; Bryce et al., 2011) was modified to be appropriate for preschoolers. Participants had to decide which of two animals was larger in real life and the size of the images was manipulated so that, on incongruent trials, the size of the animal image was in conflict with its size in the real world. A different version of an Animal Stroop was previously developed by Wright et al. (2003) in which children were required to name the animal stimuli, including incongruent trials where stimuli had heads and bodies of different animals. However, in the current experiment size congruency was of interest as this stimulus dimension may be especially relevant to early maths skills. A task similar to the current one is also part of the Cognitive Assessment System (Naglieri and Das, 1997) , although participants are required to provide verbal responses.
The goal of the current study was to use this measure to elucidate specific relationships between inhibitory control and early numeracy skills in young children. Previous studies (specifically, Fuhs and McNeil, 2013; Gilmore et al., 2013; Keller and Libertus, 2015) have investigated whether inhibitory control accounts for the observed relationship between non-symbolic comparison and mathematics achievement (i.e., tested whether relationships between non-symbolic comparisons and maths achievement hold over and above inhibitory skills as a potential confound). Here, we focused instead on why inhibitory control may be important for early numeracy. Based on the hypothesis that ignoring irrelevant stimulus dimensions plays a role in mathematics achievement, we predicted performance on the Animal Size Stroop to be associated with math achievement, as measured by a standardized measure of mathematics in young children. We also expected Animal Size Stroop performance on high conflict trials to be associated, more precisely, with nonsymbolic magnitude comparison, given the inhibitory demands of attending to discrete quantity in the face of competing continuous properties.
Method
Participants Seventy children recruited from local nurseries and schools participated. Following ethical approval from the Central University Research Ethics Committees (University of Oxford), informed consent was obtained from parents. Twelve children were excluded for missing data for two or more measures. Eight of the twelve excluded children were 3-year-olds, which suggests that the tasks may be more difficult for the youngest children, but the excluded children did not differ from the rest of the sample in terms of gender, verbal IQ or visual-spatial IQ. The final sample used in the analyses included 58 children ranging in age from 36 to 72 months (M = 51.97, SD = 10.98), of which 29 were female. According to neighborhood summaries of indices of deprivation, the schools we recruited from were in neighborhoods ranked relatively low in deprivation (Office for National Statistics, 2010). Neighborhoods from which we recruited ranked in the 97th percentile of least deprived, 80th percentile, 48th percentile, and 31st percentile, respectively.
Materials
All computer games were presented with E-Prime 1.0 software on an Elo AccuTouch 17-inch touchscreen monitor.
Animal Size Stroop task
The stimuli were taken from a set of colored Snodgrass and Vanderwart pictures (Rossion and Pourtois, 2004) . They were chosen based on results from a pilot task in which 3-to 4-year-old children played a zoo sorting game and sorted 17 animal pictures (7.5 by 4.5 cm) into a small or large cage based on their real life size. Four large animals (elephant, horse, cow, and lion) and four small animals (frog, ladybird, mouse, and rabbit) that were sorted correctly by the majority of children were selected for inclusion in the Stroop task. Participating children also completed the sorting task as part of the experimental protocol in order to assess their knowledge of animals' sizes. Children who failed to correctly sort at least six of the eight animals were excluded from the study, as the size congruency manipulation on the Animal Size Stroop task was dependent on animal size knowledge. Children were instructed to choose which of two animals was the largest in real life, whilst ignoring the differing sizes of the animal images on the computer screen. The two animals were displayed on the screen with a smaller image (6 by 4 cm) on one side and a larger image (15 by 10 cm) on the other (see Figure 1) . The response area was identical for each picture (17 × 14 cm) and stimuli were displayed for up to 5000 ms. Correct responses were reinforced with a smiley face displayed for 100 ms, whereas incorrect responses were followed by a blank display. Congruency, response side, and animal size were counterbalanced and trials were displayed in random order.
Test of Early Math Achievement-3
Early numeracy skills, including counting, cardinality, symbolic number knowledge, magnitude comparison, and arithmetic, were assessed with the Test of Early Math Achievement-3 (TEMA-3; Ginsburg and Baroody, 2003) . The TEMA-3 has 72 items and testing was discontinued when children reach a ceiling of five consecutive failed items. Entry point varies by age, but a basal of five consecutive correct items must be reached. The raw score was the number of items correct below ceiling and all items below the basal were counted as correct.
Magnitude comparison task
A computerized non-symbolic magnitude comparison task was used to measure ANS acuity. Children had to pick the larger of two dot arrays and were instructed to help Bob the Builder judge the hole digging competition. In order to test whether set size influenced magnitude comparison, one block of trials required small comparisons (1-3), and the other large comparisons (10-39; see Figure 2 ). The ratio between each comparison was small (0.33), medium (0.5), or large (0.67). Order of block presentation was counterbalanced and there were 24 trials per block. The dots were presented for a maximum of 1200 ms to discourage counting. A blank screen followed dot presentation for an additional 1800 ms, which allowed for a total response window of 3000 ms. Contour, area, density, and brightness of the stimuli were controlled for and the area of individual dots was randomized across items and numerosity. Specifically, dot arrays were created using the method of Price et al. (2012) : total surface area was equated across arrays on half of the trials and total perimeter was equated in the other half of the trials. Therefore, participants could not consistently base judgments on one type of visual cue associated with continuous quantity.
British Ability Scales-II
The Pattern Construction Subscale of the British Ability Scales-II (PC-Subscale, BAS-II; Elliot et al., 1996) was used to assess non-verbal IQ. Children used colored foam squares and patterned cubes to copy patterns presented in a book. Scores were based on response time and accuracy.
British Picture Vocabulary Scale-III
Verbal IQ was measured with the British Picture Vocabulary Scale (BPVS-III; Dunn and Dunn, 2009 ), a measure of receptive vocabulary. Children were shown four pictures and instructed to point to the picture that corresponded to the word said by the experimenter. The raw score was the total number of items correct and the task was administered until a child made eight or more errors on one set of 12 items.
Procedure
Each child was tested in a quiet area for approximately 1.5 h over the smallest number of possible sessions, over multiple days if needed to maximize completion rates, and given regular breaks. The data included in this experiment are a subset from a larger battery of tasks, administered in a counterbalanced order across children. All sessions took place with an experimenter at the school or nursery and children were allowed to choose a sticker at the end of each session.
Analysis
Raw scores of standardized measures were used in the analyses as not all included tasks were standardized. Overall accuracy was used as the dependent measure for magnitude comparison and Stroop tasks in the analyses as well as accuracy separated by congruence condition on the Stroop as this method was used in previous studies (Fuhs and McNeil, 2013; Gilmore et al., 2013) . Furthermore, Gilmore et al. (2014) showed that overall accuracy was the most reliable measure of ANS acuity on magnitude comparison tasks in children. Analyses on reaction time data are not reported because low accuracy led to a limited number of valid trials contributing to these analyses.
Results

Descriptive Statistics
Statistical analyses were performed with SPSS (release version 20.0.0). Descriptive statistics separated into age categories are reported in Table 1 . One child had only just turned 6 years old in the month they were tested and was therefore included with the other 5-year-olds. Age in months was significantly correlated with all measures and we therefore included it as a categorical variable in all analyses. There were no significant gender differences on any of the measures.
Animal Size Stroop
Two children failed to complete the task and five children sorted less than 75% of the animals correctly in the sorting task and were excluded from the analysis. Therefore, data from 51 participants were included in the analysis. Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests revealed that neither incongruent nor congruent accuracy scores were normally distributed. In order to deal with these violations, but still test the hypotheses set out in the introduction, statistically significant effects were also tested using the appropriate equivalent non-parametric statistics. Unless reported otherwise, parametric and non-parametric statistics were consistent with each other. A repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was run on the accuracy data with Congruency as a within-subjects factor and Age in years as a between subjects factor. Results revealed a significant main effect of congruency, F(1,48) = 15.19, p < 0.001, η 2 p = 0.24, driven by higher accuracy on congruent (M = 90.1%, SE = 1.8%) than incongruent trials (M = 76.3%, SE = 3.9%). There was also a main effect of Age, F(1,49) = 3.4, p = 0.042, η 2 p = 0.12. Bonferroni-corrected post hoc tests showed that 5-yearolds' accuracy (M = 92.2%, SE = 4.2%) showed a trend toward being significantly higher than 3-year-olds' accuracy (M = 79.2%, SE = 3.7%), p = 0.07, and there was no significant differences between 5 and 4-year-olds' accuracy (M = 78.2%, SE = 5%), p = 0.11.
Magnitude Comparison
Performance on this task was quite low (see Table 1 ), in part because of missed responses due to the speeded aspect of the task. Overall mean accuracy on large comparisons was 55.12% (SD = 20.05) and a one-sample t-test showed that this was not significantly different from chance performance, 50%, t(51) = 1.842, p = 0.071. Only 12 children had mean accuracies greater than 50% for both large and small comparisons and therefore using an accuracy cut off to limit analyses to children performing better would exclude the majority of the data set. Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests showed that accuracy was not normally distributed in any condition except in the small comparison, large ratio condition. With caution, a repeated measures ANOVA was run with comparison Size and Ratio as within-subjects factors and Age in years as a betweensubjects factor. Results revealed a significant main effect of Age, F(2,46) = 14.46, p < 0.001, η 2 p = 0.386. Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons showed that 5-yearolds' accuracy (M = 73.5%, SE = 3.8%) was significantly higher than both 4-year-olds' (M = 45.8%, SE = 4.5%) and 3-yearolds' (M = 50%, SE = 3.5%) accuracy (ps < 0.001), and there was no significant difference between 3 and 4-year-olds, p = 1. There was a significant interaction between Size, Ratio, and Age F(4,92) = 2.87, p = 0.027, η 2 p = 0.111. An analysis of simple main effects revealed this was driven by a significant main effect of Size on medium ratio trials for 5-year-olds, F(1,46) = 7.51, p = 0.009, η 2 p = 0.14. This effect is difficult to interpret as it was only seen on medium ratio trials, yet there were no significant main effects of ratio. Given the overall low performance on this measure, it was excluded from subsequent analyses. 
Predicting Early Mathematics Achievement
Bivariate and partial correlations between measures are reported in Table 2 . Non-parametric bivariate correlations were also conducted, given the previously reported violations of parametric assumptions, and unless explicitly stated, were consistent with the parametric counterpart. Parametric statistics were also interpreted with caution throughout. When age was partialled out, TEMA score was significantly correlated with BAS score, r(54) = 0.463, p < 0.001, and also with accuracy on the congruent and incongruent conditions of the Animal Size Stroop, congruent condition r(47) = 0.379, p = 0.007, incongruent condition, r(47) = 0.358, p = 0.011. Hierarchical linear regression models were run in order to test whether inhibitory control, as measured by performance on the Animal Size Stroop, predicted TEMA score. Age alone accounted for approximately 71% of the variance in TEMA raw scores (adjusted R 2 = 0.705), t = 11.72, p < 0.001 (see Table 3 ). Overall accuracy on the Animal Size Stroop was a significant predictor of TEMA score above and beyond the variance that could be accounted for by age and BAS raw score, t = 2.78, p = 0.008, and the model had predictive validity, F(3,46) = 72.98, p < 0.001, adjusted R 2 = 0.815. 
Discussion
The significant effects of congruency on Animal Size Stroop accuracy suggested that this task was an effective measure of inhibitory control in preschoolers. Although there were main effects of age, with older children performing better than younger children, the older children also experienced conflict effects, suggesting that the task effectively measures inhibition in this specific age-range (3-to 5-year-olds). A limitation of the Animal Size Stroop is that it requires knowledge of real world animal sizes and preschoolers' knowledge varies depending on their experience, even for the animals that were selected to be highly familiar to the youngest children in our target age range. Accordingly, some 3-year-olds were excluded from the current study because they lacked sufficient animal size knowledge. Individual differences in young children's animal size knowledge may be associated with variability in caregiver instruction and a potential alternative that cannot be ruled out by the current study is that children who have greater animal size knowledge have also received more instruction in other domains, including number. As children who did not meet the minimum knowledge requirements were excluded, and significant congruency effects were observed, participating children did have enough animal size knowledge to experience interference from incongruent size information on the task. Mean accuracy on the non-symbolic magnitude comparison task was below chance level for both 3-and 4-year-olds, and 5-year-olds performed significantly better than the younger children. While some published studies do not report such high failure rates in this age group (e.g., Mazzocco et al., 2011; Keller and Libertus, 2015) , a recent study found that in a large sample of children in kindergarten, only 57% showed statistically reliable ratio effects on a non-symbolic comparison task, even after excluding children who failed to perform above chance level (Lyons et al., 2015) . Previous studies that have excluded children whose performance did not show significant effects of ratio may therefore have been failing to capture performance that is representative of the wider population, and especially of the youngest children. The current findings are also convergent with those of previous research showing that young children had difficulty choosing the larger of two non-symbolic arrays when perceptual features such as surface area were in conflict with numerosity (Rousselle et al., 2004; Negen and Sarnecka, 2014) . This lends further support to the hypothesis that young children only learn to distinguish discrete and continuous quantity through experience with number (Mix et al., 2002; Rousselle and Noël, 2008; Leibovich and Henik, 2013; Negen and Sarnecka, 2014) . Five-year-olds in the United Kingdom attend compulsory education, and therefore had more formal instruction about number. This may also explain why 5-year-olds' accuracy on the magnitude comparison task was significantly higher than 3-to 4-year-olds'. It could be that having more experience with number facilitates interference of irrelevant cues associated with continuous quantity.
As predicted, performance on the Animal Size Stroop task was correlated with performance on a standardized measure of mathematics achievement. This relationship remained significant when age and non-verbal IQ were accounted for, and suggested that the ability to inhibit stimulus dimensions specifically associated with number is related to early numeracy skills beyond simply judging the larger of two non-symbolic arrays. The TEMA includes measures of counting and cardinality and does include a non-symbolic comparison item, but the stimuli are not controlled for area and so do not create conflict. Fuhs and McNeil (2013) found a similar relationship between their inhibitory control measure and TEMA score in preschoolers from a low SES background, when accounting for verbal IQ as measured by receptive vocabulary. Furthermore, they found that when they entered inhibitory control into their regression models, ANS acuity was no longer a significant predictor of TEMA score, and that without the inhibitory control measure, ANS acuity was a significant predictor, but that this relationship was driven by incongruent comparison trials. Those findings remain hotly debated, with a recent study in preschoolers of mid-to-high SES showing robust correlations between non-symbolic magnitude comparison skills and TEMA scores, even when controlling for individual differences in inhibitory control (Keller and Libertus, 2015) .
In the current study, we did not aim to resolve the controversy on whether magnitude comparison accuracy is an independent predictor of early mathematics achievement, but rather targeted the role played by inhibitory control skills themselves. Accuracy on the Animal Size Stroop was a significant predictor of TEMA score, even after controlling for age and non-verbal IQ. Poor performance on the non-symbolic comparison task prevented us from assessing its relationships with our inhibitory control task, and therefore we could not test the hypothesis that inhibitory control is required for inhibiting interfering cues associated with continuous quantity. We therefore manipulated the inhibitory demands of a non-symbolic comparison task directly, to explore this hypothesis in Experiment 2.
EXPERIMENT 2
Performance on the magnitude comparison task in Experiment 1 was very low and main effects of ratio did not reach significance. The magnitude comparison task in Experiment 2 was therefore designed to be easier for young children than the previous one was, by manipulating stimulus parameters and allowing for slower responses. A previous study in preschoolers used stimuli in which the overall surface area was controlled for, but the size of individual objects in an array was homogeneous, and found that magnitude comparison performance was significantly above chance level (Wagner and Johnson, 2011) . In this experiment, we also kept the size of individual dots constant within arrays in order to make numerosity more salient than other visual features. Additionally, we aimed to test more precisely whether the relationship between inhibitory control and magnitude comparison is driven by congruence of stimulus dimensions and included a manipulation of surface area similar to that of previous number/area Stroop tasks used with young children (Rousselle et al., 2004; Rousselle and Noël, 2008; Fuhs and McNeil, 2013; Keller and Libertus, 2015) . We hypothesized that greater inhibitory control would be required under conditions of conflict between number and other stimulus dimensions. We predicted that Animal Size Stroop performance would most strongly predict magnitude comparison abilities under conditions of conflict between number and dot size (when area across distinct numerosities was equated, putting other dimensions, e.g., average dot size, in conflict with number, "incongruent trials" henceforth), compared to the situation in which number and area were allowed to covary ("congruent trials" henceforth), providing redundant information.
Method
Participants Sixty-seven children between the ages of three and six recruited from local nurseries and schools participated. As above, the Central University Research Ethics Committees approved the study and informed consent was obtained from parents. Five children were excluded due to insufficient animal knowledge, four children were excluded for failing to complete tasks, nine were excluded for not following task instructions, and one was excluded because of a diagnosis of a learning disorder. All of the excluded children were 5 years old or younger. The final sample used in the analyses included 48 children ranging in age from 39 to 80 months (M = 63, SD = 13), of which 31 were female.
Materials
All computer games were presented with E-Prime 2.0 software. Children in nurseries played on an Elo AccuTouch 17-inch touchscreen monitor and children in schools played on a 13.3-inch Toshiba laptop and used buttons on the keyboard to make responses.
Magnitude comparison
Children were asked to choose who had more, a hippo character or a moose character and to indicate the side with more by either touching the monitor or pushing a button. There was a 500 ms fixation screen followed by a 2500 ms stimulus display screen and then an unlimited response window. Stimulus display was timed in order to prevent counting but children were able to respond afterward in order to avoid missed trials due to slow processing speed. Quantities ranged from 1 to 9 and pairs were chosen from ratios 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75, and we would expect magnitude comparisons to be more accurate and faster for pairs of quantities that yielded a small ratio (e.g., 1 and 4). Pairs were randomly presented and the side of the screen on which the largest quantity appeared was counterbalanced. In one block, all of the items were the same size, so that the array with the larger number of items also had a greater total surface area (see Figure 3A , congruent). In the other, the total surface area of the stimuli was equated across arrays so that the items were smaller in size in the array with the larger number of items (see Figure 3B, incongruent) . We predicted that a greater degree of inhibitory control would be needed to compare numerosity in the incongruent compared to the congruent trials. Presentation of these two conditions was blocked here to facilitate explaining, especially to the youngest children, that their task throughout was to report which side of the display contained "more objects'" regardless of their visual characteristics. Block order was counterbalanced between participants. Both dots and real circular objects were used to retain task engagement in younger children, but as the particular stimuli did not affect accuracy or speed, analyses were carried out collapsing across stimulus types.
Procedure
The data included in this experiment are a subset from a larger battery of tasks. Each child was seen for two sessions lasting approximately 1 h in total. All sessions took place with an experimenter at the school or nursery and children were allowed to choose a sticker at the end of each session. The Animal Stroop task was administered in the same way as in Experiment 1 but the animal knowledge test was only administered to children who were in nursery. 
Analysis
As in Experiment 1, accuracy was used as the dependent measure for both Animal Size Stroop, and non-symbolic magnitude comparison. Accuracy has consistently been used as the dependent measure for non-symbolic comparison (e.g., Gilmore et al., 2015) , whereas reaction time has been used as the dependent measure of an Animal Size Stroop task for older children . In the current study, reaction times would be more difficult to interpret given the untimed nature of the task and the large discrepancy in performance between younger and older children. Like in Experiment 1, age was treated as a categorical variable, but here age was split into two groups: three and 4-year-old children were categorized as "younger children, " whereas 5 and 6-year-old children were considered "older children, " as this dealt better with violations of parametric statistics assumptions.
Results
Animal Size Stroop
Accuracy data on the Animal Size Stroop were analyzed with an ANOVA with Congruency as a within subjects factor and Age as a between subjects factor. Overall accuracy was used as the dependent measure as there was no significant difference between comparisons within and outside of the subitizing range, t(58) = 0.49, p = 0.626. Results revealed significant main effects of Age, F(1,46) = 16.78, p < 0.001, η 2 p = 0.27 and Congruency, F(1,46) = 20.26, p < 0.001, η 2 p , = 0.31. There was also a significant interaction between Age and Congruency F(1,46) = 8.15, p = 0.006, η 2 p = 0.15 (see Figure 4 ). An analysis of simple main effects revealed that, for congruent trials, older children (M = 97.4%, SE = 1.8%) were significantly more accurate than younger children (M = 91%, SE = 2.1%), F(1,46) = 5.49, p = 0.024, η 2 p = 0.11, and this was also true for incongruent trials (M older = 92%, SE = 4.2%; M younger = 67%, SE = 5%), F(1,46) = 14.5, p < 0.001, η 2 p = 0.24. Furthermore, accuracy was significantly higher for congruent than incongruent trials in younger children, F(1,46) = 23.19, p < 0.001, η 2 p = 0.34, p < 0.001, but the difference did not reach significance in older children. Wilcoxon Signed Ranks tests confirmed nonparametrically a significant difference between accuracy on congruent and incongruent conditions for younger children, Z = −3.06, p = 0.002, and also revealed a significant difference between accuracy on congruent and incongruent conditions for older children as well, Z = −2.09, p = 0.037, although this effect was weaker than that in the younger children.
Magnitude Comparison
The effect of block order did not reach significance, F < 1. Accuracy data on the magnitude comparison task was analyzed with an ANOVA with Congruency and Ratio (small, medium, or large) as within subjects factors and Age as a between subjects factor. The Greenhouse-Geisser correction was used for the effects of Ratio as the assumption of sphericity was violated. Results revealed expected significant main effects of Congruency, F(1,46) = 4.7, p = 0.035, η 2 p = 0.09, driven by higher accuracy for congruent (M = 82.8%, SE = 1.9%) than incongruent trials (M = 78.6%, SE = 2.1%), and Ratio, F(2,92) = 51.81, p < 0.001, η 2 p = 0.53. Accuracy was higher for small ratio trials (M = 89.3%, SE = 1.5%) than medium ratio trials (M = 82.7%, SE = 2.2%), and higher for medium compared to large ratio trials (M = 70%, SE = 2.4%), ps < 0.001. There was also a main effect of Age, F(1,46) = 19.4, p < 0.001, η 2 p = 0.3, driven by better performance by older children (M = 88.2%, SE = 2.2%) than by younger children (M = 73.1%, SE = 2.6%; see Figure 5 ). None of the interaction effects reached significance. KolmogorovSmirnov tests revealed that neither incongruent nor congruent accuracy scores were normally distributed and Box's M was significant, suggesting caution when interpreting parametric statistics. A Mann-Whitney test confirmed non-parametrically that there was a significant age difference, Z = −3.88, p < 0.001. Of note, a Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test showed that the difference between accuracy on congruent and incongruent trials was less robust when tested non-parametrically, as it failed to reach significance, Z = −1.43, p = 0.153. However, a Pearson's bivariate correlation revealed a moderate negative correlation between age in months and the difference between accuracy on congruent trials compared to incongruent trials (i.e., conflict score) r(46) = −0.31, p = 0.034, suggesting that younger children were more sensitive to the congruency between number and area than older children were.
Relationships Between Inhibitory Control and Number Sense
Animal Size Stroop conflict scores, i.e., the difference in accuracy between conditions on the Animal Size Stroop, were significantly and negatively correlated with accuracy on incongruent trials in Magnitude Comparison, r(45) = −0.351, p = 0.015, even when accuracy on the congruent condition of the magnitude comparison was partialled out. In other words, larger susceptibility to interference on the Animal Size Stroop was associated with lower accuracy on the incongruent magnitude comparison trials. However, the reverse did not hold: Accuracy conflict scores on the Animal Size Stroop task were not significantly correlated with accuracy on congruent magnitude comparison trials when accuracy on incongruent magnitude comparison trials was partialled out, r(45) = 0.062, p = 0.678, suggesting a specific relationship between conflict scores on the Animal Size Stroop and the higher conflict condition in the magnitude comparison task.
Discussion
Ratio effects reached significance on this modified magnitude comparison task, contrary to what was seen with the previous version of the task in Experiment 1. This suggests that children were basing their judgments on the number of stimuli and not solely on interfering perceptual information. Similarly to what was found in previous studies (Fuhs and McNeil, 2013; Gilmore et al., 2013) , performance on magnitude comparison trials when size was in conflict with number was correlated with a measure of inhibitory control, but performance on trials when size and number were correlated was not. Specifically, performance on the incongruent trials was associated with the ability to inhibit irrelevant information about stimuli size. These results support the argument that non-symbolic comparison tasks are inhibitory control tasks when visual features are manipulated . There was no significant difference in overall accuracy between the incongruent and congruent trials on the magnitude comparison task according to more conservative non-parametric tests, similar to what was found in Keller and Libertus (2015) Experiment 1. In other previous studies (Rousselle and Noël, 2008; Fuhs and McNeil, 2013) , significant differences in accuracy were found between conditions, but additional manipulations were built into those experiments that pitted continuous quantity and number even further in conflict. In the current study, the difference between conditions did negatively correlate with age, suggesting that children become less susceptible to conflicting size information with age and formal education. This finding supports the hypothesis that children become better at discerning discrete quantity with age and experience (Mix et al., 2002; Rousselle and Noël, 2008; Leibovich and Henik, 2013; Negen and Sarnecka, 2014) . Indeed, the difference between congruent and incongruent conditions on the Animal Size Stroop was significantly correlated with incongruent trials on the magnitude comparison task, suggesting that inhibitory control was required for those trials across the entire age range included in the study.
The current results suggest that age differences in both Animal Size Stroop and magnitude comparison performance depend, at least in part, on age-related improvements in inhibitory control, but, alternatively, they could also be due to improvements in other factors, such as processing speed or number knowledge. The interaction between congruency and age on the Animal Size Stroop indicated that older children were less susceptible to size interference than younger children were and, furthermore, that the task may be too easy for older children. Fewer animals were included in this version of the task than in Szucs et al. (2009) , and there were more practice trials in order to ensure 3-year-olds would be able to complete the task. However, Szucs et al. (2009) reported congruency effects in older children and adults; therefore the difficulty of the task can be adapted for use with older children. Similarly, Gilmore et al. (2015) also found significant congruency effects on reaction time on an Animal Size Stroop task in older children and adults. In summary, Experiment 2 provided support for the hypothesis that, even in very young children, performance on a measure tapping interference control (Animal Size Stroop) relates to performance on a measure traditionally thought to index number sense (non-symbolic number comparison), but, at least in young children, is increasingly better construed as a task requiring a high degree of inhibitory control.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Evidence was provided for a relationship between inhibitory control, as measured by the Animal Size Stroop task, and both non-symbolic magnitude comparison (Experiment 2) and a standardized measure of math achievement (Experiment 1). The role of non-symbolic magnitude comparison skills in the foundations of mathematical achievement has become highly debated (De Smedt et al., 2013) and these results provide additional support for the argument that measures of ANS precision are significantly influenced by visual parameters of non-symbolic stimuli Szucs et al., 2013) , especially for children with limited cardinality knowledge (Negen and Sarnecka, 2014) . Perhaps tellingly, the youngest children in Experiment 1 failed to perform above chance (i.e., to choose systematically the most numerous displays) when a commonly used format of the magnitude comparison task was used. In Experiment 2, magnitude comparison performance was facilitated, and a robust relationship across our interference control task and magnitude comparison performance was replicated, in a sample extending to children as young as 3-years of age.
The Role of Inhibitory Control in Magnitude Comparison Skills
In cognitive terms, our findings are consistent with the idea that inhibitory processes are most strongly related to mathematical operations when they require inhibiting stimulus dimensions that are in conflict with number. These results support the argument that non-symbolic comparisons require inhibitory control when perceptual features are manipulated . Similarly to what was found in previous studies (Fuhs and McNeil, 2013; Gilmore et al., 2013) , performance on magnitude comparison trials when size was in conflict with number was correlated with a measure of inhibitory control, but performance on trials when size and number were correlated was not. These data, collectively, therefore point to a more specific and processoriented relationship, rather than a more general association, between inhibitory mechanisms and numerical operations.
Ultimately, the roles of inhibitory control skills and of non-numerical dimensions as contributors to ANS precisions across ages, from childhood into adulthood, remain a highly contentious and unresolved debate. In particular, the mixed evidence (e.g., Gilmore et al., 2013; Keller and Libertus, 2015) for relationships between inhibitory control, ANS acuity, and mathematics achievement highlights how results vary based on magnitude comparison task parameters and inhibitory control measures used. We would urge these researchers to consider a possible key variable to consider in this context: the developmental timing of these interactions. An emphasis on development leads to a testable hypothesis: that inhibitory control mechanisms and non-numerical but continuous dimensions of quantities may be differentially more important when children learn about number. It is to these broader developmental theories that we now turn.
Implications for Developmental Models of Early Mathematical Skills
Here we decided to assess inhibitory control as a predictor of early magnitude comparison skills. Our findings support the hypothesis that children become better at discerning discrete quantity with age and experience even when these conflict with other stimulus dimensions (Mix et al., 2002) . In addition, these findings provide further support for their proposal that ANS theories should consider the influence of continuous quantity and inhibitory control on magnitude processing in relation to learning (e.g., Leibovich and Henik, 2013) . Inhibitory control may be important for learning to attend to discrete rather than continuous properties of number. Additionally, these results suggest that children become less susceptible to conflicting size information with age and formal education, which is consistent with the finding that children were more susceptible to conflicting visual parameters on a non-symbolic magnitude comparison task than adults were (Szucs et al., 2013) . In sum, the role of non-symbolic magnitude comparison skills in measuring the foundations of mathematical achievement has become highly debated (e.g., De Smedt et al., 2013; Fazio et al., 2014) and these results provide additional support for the argument that these tasks measure inhibitory control either in addition to or instead of ANS precision , but see Keller and Libertus, 2015 , for contradictory results).
However, rather than delving further in this debate, our main aim here was to understand better the relationship a specific aspect of between inhibitory control (selecting taskrelevant dimensions and inhibiting irrelevant dimensions) with gross mathematical achievement (Experiment 1) as well as magnitude comparison skills when faced with higher conflict from task irrelevant dimensions (Experiment 2). Beyond the role that inhibitory control might have as a concurrent constraint on mathematical operations such as magnitude comparison, however, it could be that, as Clark et al. (2013) suggested, executive skills play a more specific role in learning number skills. Perhaps the ability to inhibit irrelevant information about size and other perceptual information in non-symbolic arrays is important for helping children to learn the meaning of numbers and that, for example, "three" applies to all sets of three regardless of perceptual characteristics, something that very young children struggle with (Huang et al., 2010; Slusser and Sarnecka, 2011) .
Limitations and Future Directions
The current magnitude comparison task manipulated nonnumerical dimensions of the stimuli in a particular way: we pitted against each other trials in which dot size and numerosity were correlated with those in which they were conflicting. We did not manipulate other non-numerical dimensions. Furthermore, incongruent and congruent trials were blocked, rather than randomly intermixed, another potential confound. However, this particular manipulation was chosen in order for our incongruent condition to be directly comparable to magnitude comparison tasks used in previous developmental studies (e.g., Rousselle et al., 2004; Halberda et al., 2008) . Moreover, in Experiment 1 we found that young children (3-to 5-year-olds) did not perform above chance, which is convergent with Rousselle et al. (2004) results. This motivated us to explore the possibility that children's failure on this task may be due to immature inhibitory control but, as very young children's performance was already so heavily affected in Experiment 1, we opted against a condition in which total surface area was negatively correlated with number. An important limitation of this, and all, non-symbolic magnitude comparison tasks is the following: recent evidence suggests that performance is strongly influenced by the parameters of the stimuli and that results of comparisons with different non-symbolic stimuli do not correlate with each other Smets et al., 2015) . In particular, showed that adults showed a reversed congruence effect on comparisons of stimuli generated using Panamath software (Halberda et al., 2008) compared to using the method of Gebuis and Reynvoet (2012) . Specifically, the Panamath stimuli do not control for convex hull across stimuli, and participants' accuracy was higher for total surface area incongruent than congruent trials, whereas with Gebuis and Reynvoet's stimuli, they found the reverse, but only for trials on which convex hull was incongruent, as they found convex hull to exert a stronger influence on performance than total surface area did . As Keller and Libertus (2015) used the Panamath software and also showed this reverse congruence effect, this could account for discrepancies between their findings and the results of the current study. More broadly, this highlights challenges in drawing conclusions about exactly what non-symbolic comparison tasks are tapping into and the extent to which inhibitory control is required across studies employing differing methods of generating stimuli.
Gaining greater insights into the relationship between inhibitory control and math achievement could lead to applications for math curriculum design in early childhood. In particular, if selecting number as the relevant stimulus dimension (in particular when in conflict with other stimulus dimensions) plays a role in learning about number, then this should be emphasized in instructional regimes. The results presented here highlight the importance of inhibitory control for extracting information about number from non-symbolic arrays when faced with distracting size cues and suggest that this should be taken into consideration when assessing number skills in young children, but perhaps also when teaching them. It is possible that inhibitory control completely accounts for the relationship between non-symbolic comparison and magnitude comparison, specifically in younger children (Fazio et al., 2014) . Of note, symbolic number skills have been found to be stronger predictors of maths achievement than non-symbolic skills in children over the age of five (e.g., Göbel et al., 2014) . As young children have limited symbolic knowledge, evaluating relationships between symbolic knowledge and maths achievement in this age group is less straightforward. However, recent evidence suggests that cardinality knowledge mediates the relationships between ANS acuity and maths achievement, even in preschoolers (Chu et al., 2015) . It remains unclear exactly how non-symbolic numerical representations are important for the acquisition of symbolic knowledge. Clarifying the mechanisms underlying these relationships and the hypothesized role of inhibitory control could be useful for informing methods of teaching about symbolic number prior to the start of formal education.
In conclusion, the two experiments presented here provide further evidence that non-symbolic magnitude comparison tasks require inhibition of irrelevant stimuli dimensions associated with continuous quantity Szucs et al., 2013; , especially in young children. This finding isolates an inhibitory process related to this math skill and therefore highlights the need to test relationships between specific inhibitory processes and particular mathematical operations. In broader terms, these results also emphasize that researchers should consider the overlapping nature of executive demands with other developing skills when designing inhibitory control assessments for preschoolers. In addition to relating to magnitude comparison, performance on the Animal Size Stroop was also correlated with a more general measure of math. The specific mechanisms underlying the relationship between executive control and general math achievement remain to be explored further. In order to investigate the hypothesis that inhibitory control and other executive processes are important for learning about math, future work should investigate how children learn, in addition to assessing what they know, and the role played by executive functions in the process of learning itself.
